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When a candidate mentions what is in the square, mark their initials over the
box OR place a cut-out of their face over the square. If you do the cut-out option,
print out a few copies of the image below, and cut out each candidate’s face.

 
You win when you’ve completed a whole row, column, or diagonal line before
anyone else you're playing with! But really the fuller your board is at the end of
the night, the more our movements are winning. You can keep playing on the same
board or a different one on the second night of debates.

 
Remember to think about the questions in the FREE spaces as you watch!

INSTRUCTIONS

Image Credit: Chelsea Stahl / NBC News

After the debate, go to bit.ly/seedthevote
and sign up to join us!
 
We'll run issue-based campaigns, make our
voices heard in the primary, and build
community power heading into November
2020!


